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Consider now the inner model L(R) of all constructible from R sets, i.e. the smallest inner model of ZF containing the set of reals R. It has been proposed as a strong hypothesis in set theory that L(R) is a model of AD (for a discussion of these matters see [Mo2, 81]), and an extensive theory of the structure of L(R) has been developed over the years under this hypothesis. This theory requires at several key places the use of DC, which is the strongest form of choice compatible with AD that can hold in L(R). It is of course easy to check, using the fact that DC holds in the universe, that DC is also true in L(R). From the development of this theory until now, one gets the clear impression at this point that "ZF + DC + AD + V = L(R)" is a "complete" theory for L(R), in the same sense as "ZF + V = L" is a "complete" theory for the constructible universe L. There is one apparent difference however.
Although ZF + V = L implies the Axiom of Choice (AC), one seems to need to add to ZF + V = L(R) + AD the choice principle DC needed in developing the theory of L(R).
We show here that this is not necessary. THEOREM. Assume ZF + AD + V = L(R). Then DC holds. Thus one has the full analogy.
L L(R) ZF+V=L ZF+V=L(R)+AD
Although from the realistic point of view the foundational significance of this result is not immediately apparent (after all, DC holds in L(R)), it does demonstrate once again the power and elegance of the determinancy hypothesis. (It also helps save a lot of ink in the future.)
From the formal point of view we have also the following immediate corollary, which guarantees that the use of DC with AD is no more dangerous than AD.
COROLLARY. Con(ZF + AD) => Con(ZF + AD + DC). The question of the relative consistency of DC with AD has been raised during the early stages of the development of the theory of determinacy; see for instance [Ma, p. 687] We will work for the remainder of ?2 in ZF + AD + V = L(R), and we will prove DC. As noted in the introduction we at least have AC', the Countable Axiom of Choice.
Define first as usual the J-hierarchy for L(R) (see [St] This follows from a Skolem hull argument using the fact that there is no 1 < , < ot with J,(R) <RJJ(R); see [St, 1.11] . In particular every set of reals in Ja(R) is 21 definable in JJ(R) using onlyparameters from R u {R}. So it will be enough to show that if A c R is nonempty and 21 definable in JJ(R) with parameters r, R (r a real), then it contains a member x which is ordinal definable from r, R. In fact to make things more concrete we will show that x can be taken to be first-order definable from r, R in J4(R). To see how this implies the uniformization we need, let S(x, y) be in JJ(R), say 1l definable from r, R. For each real x, let F(x) = x if -3yS(x, y). If 3yS(x, y), let F(x) be the least real z first-order definable from <x, r>, R in JJ(R) such that S(x, z), where "least" refers to some canonical enumeration of formulas.
2.2. Let us restate as a claim the basis result we want to prove. CLAIM. Let ot > 1 and let A c R be 1l definable in J4(R) with parameters r, R, r a real. If A =A 0 then A contains a member x which is first-order definable in JJ(R) with only parameters r, R.
Our first impulse is to quote Theorem 2.1 in [St] , that asserts that if ot is as above then the class of all sets of reals which are 1l definable in J4(R) with only parameter R has the scale property. That would surely do it, as there is a canonical ("leftmost branch") procedure for selecting an element from a set carrying scales (see [Mo2, 4E.3]). Unfortunately the proof of this theorem uses DC. However, all is not lost. By a careful analysis of Steel's proof and some appropriate modifications in it, we are lead to see that without DC we can still get a weaker version of scales, which we call quasiscales below. Then we simply observe that if we use the procedure of the Third Periodicity Theorem, instead of the standard leftmost branch procedure from scales, we can still canonically pick an element from a set carrying a quasiscale, and this completes our proof.
2.3. We give the details now. This argument clearly does not necessarily work for a quasiscale. We shall see however that if instead of this procedure we use the idea of the Third Periodicity Theorem, we can still canonically pick an element from a nonempty set carrying a quasiscale. More precisely we can prove the following, where the definability estimate is grossly exaggerated. (Since it is sufficient for our purposes we will not try to state it in a sharp form). Indeed, granting this lemma, to finish the proof of the claim take A =A 0 to be 2? definable over Jh(R) with parameters r, R and let A be the pointclass of all first-order definable in JJ(R) with parameters r, R sets. Then by the two preceding lemmas, A contains a real in a, and we are done.
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. This is basically nothing more than the realization that the proof of Steel [St, 2.1], that assuming ZF + DC + AD + V = L(R) the set A as above carries a scale which is 1l definable over JJ(R) with parameters r, R, can be slightly modified to give in ZF + AD + V = L(R) only a quasicale with the same definability estimate. We sketch below the main steps of Steel's argument, pointing out the needed modifications.
2.5. First we will review the usual techniques for transferring scales (Second Periodicity Theorem, [Mo2]) and observe that they apply (with one modification) to quasiscales as well. It will be convenient here (in view of the use of these methods that we will make later on) to generalize a little the concept of quasiscale, so that it is applicable to relations with real and ordinal arguments. (x-, y, ) ). Thus although the "fake inf" game is not needed if we have DC, thus also actual scales, it seems to be necessary in the absence of DC, and thus a symmetry between "fake sup" and "fake inf" is established. Note that we have also used a "fake inf" game in the lemma of 2.3.
By It is trivial to verify that this is indeed a quasiscale on S. The definition of < here involves only <i. For further use let us refer to the method in (1) for putting quasiscales on VyP as the "fake sup" method, to that in (2) for putting quasiscales on 3yP as the "fake inf" method, and finally to the one in (3) for 3]P as the "min" method. We can equivalently define this in terms of an inductive definition. This description will be useful later on in order to avoid some apparent uses of choice. 
Let us say now that a set P c R has a closed game representation if there is a relation T c (a< '
)
